The $AUD10,000 Monetary Challenge!
We are waiting for the politicians to announce that we have a great democracy, so the people can now choose
the highest monetary system for our nation, a system free from the historical chains of usury.
Please choose then from one of the following two monetary systems!

System 1
A privatised, debt based monetary system, where a $1 loan at 6% annual compound interest, calculated daily, over 550 years,
creates a national debt of 214 trillion dollars.
Please be aware, that this monetary system is designed for the ignorant, the insane and the sociopathic, as
debt is the money for slaves. Please also be aware that this is our modern monetary system, even though it
was designed centuries ago, during times of serfdom, debt peonage, empire and war.
It is also important to understand that the creation of the monetary supply, as debts bearing compound
interest, is both usury and Satanism. Further, if we plan to hand our excess debts onto the future generations,
to those yet to be born, then we have also committed the crimes surrounding child abuse! The proponents of this monetary
system then, even though they may resist the terminology, are usurers, child abusers and Satanists!

System 2
A nationally owned asset monetary system, based upon the monetisation of the labours of the people, a system designed to
create an ‘asset lake’, within the heart of the nation. This lake can now be released through the turbine of monetary policy, a
lake which can power our economy without using the four financial demons, those of debt, interest, taxation and inflation,
with this asset lake protecting the people, private businesses and the nation, from the crimes of usury.
In this monetary model, a $1 loan at 0% annual compound interest, calculated daily, over 550 years, creates a debt of only $1!
Asset money then allows us to move from a debt based monetary system, existing at the level of a medieval oil lamp, to a
monetary system operating at the level of hydro power and electricity, a dimensional shift enabling us to escape the darkness
within the debt bankers’ prisons, allowing us to discover freedom and an incandescence within the human psyche!
Money can now be defined as ‘human life force traded within a marketplace’, or more specifically, 'I will go to the sea for a
fish, if you go to the hills for fruits, and tonight we will feast’!
The measure for money has become, 'the distance that a typical human being, walking at the normal speed of 5km/hr, will
cover within one hour, that is 5000 metres’. This monetary unit is a measure for human physiology, human psyche, time,
distance and the speed of light, as a metre is a measure of the speed of light within a vacuum.
This is a monetary measure which can now be priced within the marketplace, according to our skills,
training and the use of technology. It is a monetary measure which can create a natural marketplace,
as vibrant as the ant colonies. The ants have used this ‘monetary system’, based upon ant hours of
labour, for more than 120 million years! Have you ever seen an ant colony collapse through debt?
This monetary system satisfies the economists' dream for a 100% reserve currency, a monetary system which is no longer a
pyramid structure of assets and debts. It is a monetary system which operates using the minimal technological costs, those of
debt, interest, taxation and inflation.

This monetary system fulfils Aristotle's requirements for authentic money, to be portable, durable, divisible, easily
recognisable and intrinsically valuable, qualities which allow asset money to become a system for payment, a measure for
prices and a store of value.
This monetary system is beyond the capitalist and communist divide, the struggle over the ownership of the nation’s
business structure, as it is perfectly feasible for private businesses to operate using an asset based monetary system. Indeed,
this is perhaps the only way that our businesses can survive, without being destroyed by the financial crimes, surrounding
racketeering and cartel behaviour.
This monetary system can be micro-managed to suit every community within our nation, with the currency adjusting to the
local rates for labour, goods and services. This micro-management resists the forces for centralised power and control, a
centralisation which drives humanity insane with greed.
This monetary system allows us to monetise all the realms for our economy, including the realms which are presently
unpaid, such as the 'commons', the beating heart of our nation, the realms which include the carers, the students, the artists
and the children. This monetary system allows us to issue each person within our nation, with a universal basic income, an
income of perhaps 20 work hours per week, a base income to seed our lives, our relationships and our business ventures.
We can see, with this asset based monetary system. that when our nation has life force, when our
nation has breath, then our nation has the money to trade!

The Monetary Challenge!
The website, sacredmoney.org, will give $AUD10,000 to the first person who can convince the creator of this Monetary
Challenge, that a debt based monetary model for our nation is superior to an asset based monetary model!
We can suggest, that if you are unable to attain this prize, then why are you accepting a debt based monetary system for your
nation? Why are you handing your national debts down through the generations, within a dark financial game of debt
peonage? Do you not grasp the fact that the violence, appearing within our outer world, is inextricably connected to the
violence enshrined within our debt based monetary system?
Why do we use a monetary system which extracts the life force of our nation, through a monetary unit based upon privately
owned debts and compound interest? Why are we using a monetary system based upon financial vampirism?
When are we going to understand that a change within our financial system can transform our world from the Satanic, into
the Sacred? When are we going to awaken into our ‘Hidden Splendour’?
Mackenzie King, Canadian Prime Minister 1935-1948.
‘Once a nation parts with the control of its currency and credit, it matters not who makes the nation's
laws. ... Until the control of the issue of currency and credit is restored to government and recognized as
its most sacred responsibility, all talk of the sovereignty of parliament and of democracy is idle and futile.’
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